
Public Hearing on Duke Energy 20-Year Energy Plan
Thursday, February 28th, 6:30 PM

Mecklenburg County Courthouse, Courtroom 5310, 832 E. 4th Street, Charlotte

It’s time to call for the NC Utilities Commission to deny
The Duke and Progress Energy Integrated Resource Plans (IRPs)
For the next two decades Duke wants to rely on the same 1960’s business model:

Fossil Fuels, Fracking Methane Gas, Mountain Top Removal Coal, and expensive and risky Nukes
Rather than cutting demand with Energy Efficiency and using Solar and Offshore Wind

To power our homes, businesses, and communities

Serial Rate Increases
By 2032 Duke Carolinas plans to build 7,999 megawatts (MW) of capacity – equal to about seven large nuclear plants,

which would cost tens of billions of dollars and require frequent rate increases.  It appears that Duke is on track to
double electricity rates this decade, compared to 2009 levels when Duke began aggressively building power plants.

Duke justifies this massive expansion – 38% between 2010 and 2032 – by projecting an annual average of
1.7% growth in demand despite flat or falling demand over the past decade.

Carbon Emissions Could Rise
Duke plans to burn 75% as much coal in 2032 as it will next year, and to greatly increase its use of natural gas.  Despite Duke’s

successful and deceptive PR campaign about “retiring coal plants,” it will keep almost all of its large coal plants in service. If Duke
indeed burns 25% less coal, emission reductions will be nearly offset by the massive increase in use of natural gas, assuming gas
is 50% “cleaner” than coal when burned.  When life-cycle methane leakage from fracking is considered, however, Duke’s overall

carbon emissions could be far higher in 2032 than they are today

Almost No Renewable Energy
In 2032 Duke Carolinas plans to deploy solar and wind power equivalent to 2.2% of its generating capacity.

Weak Energy Efficiency, Conservation, and Demand Side Management
Energy-saving programs will represent a whopping 2.2% of Duke’s generating capacity in 2032.


